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Practical Insight into Cmmi (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book provides the reader with an insight into which an activities an
organization would be engaged and what the role of each level of management
and the practitioners would be if their systems and software engineering
processes were based onCMM®IntegrationSM. It captures the essence
of each of the process areas by...
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MySQL/PHP Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
MySQL/PHP Database Applications Affordable Open Source Solutions to E-Commerce Challenges In this unique guide, two Web development gurus show you how to harness the open source power of MySQL and PHP — and create high-performance Web database applications that won't break the bank. Using plenty of ready-to-run code and seven concrete...
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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-315): Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual C# and Visual Studio.NETQue, 2002
The authoritative solution to passing the 70-315 exam! * Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#. * Training Guides are the most effective self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software, and more. * Subjected to rigorous technical review by a...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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How to Do Everything with PowerPoint(R)McGraw-Hill, 2002
Follow real-world examples in this get-you-going guide and create your own PowerPoint presentations--from simple to dazzlingly sophisticated. Prepare slide shows--which you can show on a projection screen or computer monitor--featuring animation, sound, graphics, and even video clips. Edit and format text, add graphs and diagrams, include...
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Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest enhancements in Microsoft Visual C# 2008. Visual C#, one of the tools in Microsoft Visual StudioÂ® 2008, is a modern programming language designed to deliver a productive environment for creating business frameworks and reusable object-oriented components. Whether you re a...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
Join the leagues of thousands of programmers and learn C++ from some of the best. The fifth edition of the best seller Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days, written by Jesse Liberty, a well-known C++ and C# programming manual author and Bradley L. Jones, manager for a number of high profiler developer websites, has been updated to the new...
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SharePoint 2010 How-ToSams Publishing, 2010

	Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for SharePoint 2010? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for: step-by-step help and guidance with the tasks that users, authors, content managers, and site managers perform most often. Fully updated to reflect SharePoint 2010’s latest improvements,...
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The Art of XSD - SQL Server XML schemasRed gate, 2009

	When information is exchanged in XML format, there needs to be an agreement between the sender and receiver about the structure and content of the XML document. An XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) Schema can be used to enforce this contract and validate the XML data being exchanged and, given that a lot of applications exchange...
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Photoshop Elements 9 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	With Photoshop Elements 9 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide, readers can start with a tour of the interface and image-editing basics, or they can look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. This task-based, visual reference guide uses step-by-step instructions and plenty of screenshots to show readers how to capture and...
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Real World Adobe InDesign CS6Peachpit Press, 2012

	Sharpen your InDesign skills with this definitive resource created specifically for design professionals who need to layout out, proof, export, and publish pages with Adobe InDesign CS6.

	

	Complete coverage of InDesign CS6's new features and enhancements includes: Liquid Layouts and creating alternate layouts, copying and...
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